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Accelerating Lawyer Success How To
Collaboration Enables Pharma Industry Giants, Biotech Startups to Use Schrödinger’s Computational Drug Discovery Platform Boosted by NVIDIA DGX SuperPOD and NVIDIA Clara Discovery Libraries NVIDIA ...
NVIDIA Partners with Schrödinger to Further Accelerate Drug Discovery Worldwide
Moore’s law, that every 18 months hardware will double in performance at the same cost, is not slowing, and is perhaps even accelerating ... main components for success – the right hardware ...
How IT leaders stay on the right side of innovation with open cloud (VB Live)
Northern Kentucky University (IHI) announced the Spring 2021 cohort for its health innovation-based accelerator program, SoCap Accelerate. The six startups will spend the next two months connecting ...
NKU’s Institute for Health Innovation selects six for its SoCap Accelerate, an innovation program
Special purpose acquisition companies are looking to merge with companies in the digital infrastructure space. So what's the appeal for operating companies?
What data center firms need to know about SPACs
SafeSend, a market-leading provider of e-sign and workflow automation technology for certified public accountants (CPAs) and tax preparers, today anno ...
Lead Edge Capital Partners with SafeSend to Accelerate Workflow Automation Technology for the Tax and Accounting Profession
1 DDN ®, the global leader in AI and multi cloud data management solutions, takes the successful integration ... value out of their data and greatly accelerate time to insight.
DDN Enables Enterprises to Accelerate Success in AI Initiatives with NVIDIA DGX Systems
Company leaders will detail plans and unique capabilities designed to help customers accelerate their technology ... and systems as traditional Moore's Law 2D scaling slows. The company will ...
Applied Materials to Detail Plans for Helping Accelerate Customer Success in the AI Era
Johnson Controls (NYSE: JCI), the global leader for smart, healthy and sustainable buildings, today announced it has entered into a definitive agreement to acquire Silent-Aire, a global leader in ...
Johnson Controls Agrees to Acquire Silent-Aire to Accelerate Growth in Hyperscale Data Center Vertical
At NortonLifeLock, we are proud of our year-long culture of giving and excited to celebrate Global Volunteer Month. Though the transition to virtual volunteering in 2020 was challenging, a year later ...
NortonLifeLock Offers Virtual Volunteer Opportunities to Power Change
He also discussed the progress so far meeting requirements of “Accelerate Change or Lose ... We’ve had great success with air power in the United States Air Force and because of that ...
Brown looks to accelerate while changing Air Force culture
"To be successful once schools have re-opened ... teachers want to know where we're going." Thanks to a state law passed in the fall — Act 53 of the second special session — test results will not be ...
Louisiana students take end-of-year standardized tests this month. What that means in 2021
Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. (NYSE: TMO) ("Thermo Fisher"), the world leader in serving science, and PPD, Inc. (Nasdaq: PPD) ("PPD"), a leading global provider of clinical research services to the ...
Thermo Fisher Scientific to Acquire PPD, Inc., a Leading Clinical Research Organization | Morningstar
Company leaders will detail plans and unique capabilities designed to help customers accelerate their technology ... and systems as traditional Moore’s Law 2D scaling slows.
Applied Materials to Detail Plans for Helping Accelerate Customer Success in the AI Era
Company leaders will detail plans and unique capabilities designed to help customers accelerate their technology roadmaps and ... of semiconductors and systems as traditional Moore’s Law 2D scaling ...
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